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Perú at a Glance
A prudent and responsible management of economic policy has contributed to keep Peru's country risk index among the lowest in the region. In this way, political
stability joins economical stability, making Peru a competitive and attractive country for investment.

Source: Bloomberge

Investment attraction
Peru offers investors:
Stable macroeconomic climate;
Less country-risk than other countries in the region;
Investment opportunities;

TLC with the United State
ATPDEA and other integration incentives
Political will to favor investment attraction.

Peru offers to investors opportunities in several sectors with clear comparative advantages such as mining, with world-class ores that largely explain the investments
received by this sector the past years; energy, with an annual growth of the demand of 6% or 150MW per year that have to be supplied with new generator facilities;
agriculture, that enable counter-station crops; fishing and aquaculture, offering a huge diversity of sustainable resources; production of textile and apparel,
specialized in great quality plain knit; and tourism, with different archaeological, culture and natural sites, besides an improving hotel and services infrastructure.
An important aspect for Peru is to have reached the Grade investment. Peruvian opportunities for investment are both for domestic and external markets. Peruvian
commercial links with important international markets include some new items, such as apparel, agribusiness, aquaculture and energy supply to border countries.

Access to several markets

Latin American Ranking

Name:

Peru (Republic of Peru).

Area:
Capital:

1.28 million km2; 3 079 km coastline.
Lima, approx. 9 million inhabitants (including port of Callao).

Population:

Approx. 28 million (27 219 624 inhabitants).

Lenguages:

Spanish (88%), Quechua (27%), also Aymara.

Religion / Churches:

Roman Catholic: 95%, various Christian churches.

System of government:

Republic (constitution of 31 December 1993).

Head of State:

Alan García Perez (Elected President, APRA); assumption of office 28
July 2006, term of office 5 years, re-election not possible.

GDP:

Approx. USD 109 billion (2007)

GDP Annual Growth Rate:
Per-capita GDP:

Annual Growth Rate: 8.9% (2007)
Approx. USD 3 955 (2007)

Exchange Rate:

1 EUR = 4.19 Peruvian Nuevo Sol (2007 annual average)
1 US$ = 3.13 Peruvian Nuevo Sol (2007 annual average)

GHG emissions energy sector (2000):

25 millions tCO2e

GHG emissions non energy sector (1994):

67 millions tCO2e

Location, Population, Government and economic regime:
Peru is located on the central western coast of South America. Its territory totals
1 285 216 km2, making Peru the fourth largest country in South America.
Peru has a GDP of approximately US$109 billions (per-capita GDP US$ 3 955),
and a population of around 28 million inhabitants: 52.1% living in the coastal
region, 36.9% in The Andean region, and only 11% in the Amazon region.
The President of the Republic is the Chief of State and is elected by direct voting
for a five-year term.

The Constitution of 1993 includes provisions on essential principles to
guarantee a favorable juridical framework for the development of private sector
investment, and foreign investment in particular. Some of them are:

Souce: S&P, Fichts and Moody´s April, 2008

In Peru private initiative is free and exists in a market-based social economy.
The State manages the country's development, and is primarily committed to
the promotion of employment, health, education, social security, and utilities
and infrastructure supply.

Legal Framework for Investors:
Peru has established a stable an attractive legal framework for private national
and foreign investment with the purpose of attracting financial and technological
resources required to develop vast natural resources and opportunities in the
country.

Souce: Proinversión

Legislative Power is centered in an unicameral Congress, constituted by 121
congressmen directly elected. Power over the administration of justice is held
by the Judiciary, whose highest body is the National Counsel of Magistrates.

Free private initiative exercised in a market-based social economy.
Freedom of work and to engage in business, trade and industry.
Definition of the subsidiary role for the State in economic activity.
Free competition and prohibition of restrictive practices and the abuse of
dominant or monopolistic positions.
Freedom to engage workers.

Powers of the State to establish guarantees and grant securities by means
of contract law.
National treatment.
Right to submit controversies arising from contractual relationship with the
State to national or international arbitration.
Freedom to hold and dispose of foreign currency.
Inviolability of property and establishment of conditions for exceptional
causes that empower expropriation, specifically, in-advance cash payment
of a fair-value; equal treatment on taxation matters; and the express
acknowledgement that no tax may have confiscating effects.
For 10 years, no change in legislation shall affect investors or receiving
companies. In case of concessions, guarantees shall be granted
throughout the contract life.

1 Source: Private Investment Promotion Agency of Peru - Proinversión
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Peruvian Economic Activity Performance

Fiscal discipline

Peruvian economic activity has registered an upward trend, over the Latin American average. In 2007 Peruvian GDP grew by 8.9%, private investment expanded by
20.57% and private consumption grew by 11.0%. Private investment and consumption had lead the economy's growth. The economic process has been favored by
exchange rates and price stability experienced since last decade.

The responsible management of public finances has enabled Peru to keep a sustained reduction of fiscal deficit. In 2007, Peru has reached a fiscal superavit of 3.0%
of GDP in 2007, in a context where tax income is increasing and expenditures are well controlled. Those factors favor the economic perception of the country
contributing to generate good conditions for attracting investments.
The Tax Burden has been increasing in the recent years, reaching 15% of GDP in 2006, representing the best level in the last 26 years.

Favorable GDP growth was mainly sustained through the increase of mining production, construction, fishing manufacture activities and non traditional exports.
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External Sector

Price Stability and Exchange Rates
Peru has had success in keeping low inflation levels. Among Latin American countries, Peru has consistently presented one of the lowest rates in the region. The
floating exchange rate has been particularly stable due to high international reserves at the Central Bank, which represent more than one-year worth of Peruvian
imports. International financial community acknowledges Peru's ability to keep the stability of the main macroeconomic variables.
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In the year 2007 I sign the TLC with the United States and marks a stage for the international trade in Peru. Peru aims to strengthen the external sector based on a
significant and stable increase of exports. The uptrend was boosted by the sustained increase of mining exports and the improvement of non-traditional products
(mainly agribusiness and textile). There is a positive consensus about exports growth for the next years, since traditional exports will be favored by the increase of
mining production and non-traditional exports by the textile sector linked to the ATPDEA.
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